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Inspiration Of A Kidney Failure Survivor
Wisarn Wongsawang/ Mechanic / Age (now) 35 years

Into a real alternative
…to true healing…
Alternative &
Integrative Functional
Medicines
Entering Therapy With:
Kidney Failure

Kidney Therapy with ‘Yod-Ying Protocol’ under BVRC
When:

The needs for genuine health support

May 2016

Mr. Wisarn was only 31 years old when diagnosed with a fatal kidney
failure. He and his family were not keen on hemodialysis. Almost
immediately after his family was asked to sign off a medical refusal
document, they had to seek a fast and effective alternative in order to
save his life. A healing approach under BVRC was introduced as means
to help rejuvenate the kidneys. He opted for the kidneys returning
normal functions, instead of going through such hemodialysis and the
tendency to rely on it for the rest of his life.

State of health prior to beginning the therapy

Mr. Wisarn was severely ill and was found unconscious on the floor
before taken to the hospital for emergency. His condition was critical
and it was required that he received a life-saving treatment immediately.
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OPEN MINDEDNESS

DECISIVENESS

WILLINGNESS

There are more than what
is known conventionally.
Opening up to learn
beyond is the first step to
genuine healing.

Claim the humans’ rights
to be well, genuinely.
Take charge and decide
what is right for own
health and quality of life.

Embrace what it takes to
become well. Dare to
make changes, including
self control and sacrifice.
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Former Treatments:
Mr. Wisarn was diagnosed
with kidney failure along with
major dysfunctional values of
the body’s physiology. With
kidney status being critically
failing, having its eliminating
function value (eGFR) as low
as 6, he was advised to receive
the conventional treatment of
kidney hemodialysis almost
immediately.
However, the patient was
still rather young to be on
hemodialysis which is rather
invasive and precarious in
itself, with chances of it going
on for a long lifetime course,
debilitating his quality of life
to a great extent. As a result,
his family took on the patient’s
rights to refuse this sort of
risky medical treatment very
decisively, before seeking the
other healthy alternatives.
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received frequent blood chemistry analyses to closely
monitor and adjust accordingly all along.

Therapeutic Success
A strong determination to be treated sensibly
without having to go through the debilitating
precariousness of invasive treatment.

The patient was advised an
immediate hemodialysis to save his
life from kidney failure.
Upon his refusal due to its
precariousness and debilitating
procedures, there were no other
treatment options or medical advice.
Instead, he was asked to sign off a
paper indicating his refusal as
means of prevailing protection, not
for his own health and life,

Mr. Wisarn was 31 years when he was diagnosed
with kidney failure. Prior to the fatal episode, he did not
suffer from any health or medical conditions. Yet, he was
severely ill to the level of being found unconscious on
the floor. He had risky lifestyles: physical & mental
strains, little rest, heavy alcohol consumption, poor diet,
and lack of optimal exercises. Upon diagnosis of kidney
failure, the blood chemistry also revealed major vital
functions compromised. For instances, liver and kidneys
worked hard and were inflamed; there was leakage of
protein & blood in the urine, anemia, tendencies of
atherosclerosis, critically low vital nutrients, generally
high inflammation and 4 types of tumor markers
indicating abnormality. He was in a critical condition
which necessitated immediate hemodialysis. When his
family refused it, there were no further medical advice
to help him. For many, hemodialysis is inevitable, with
precarious blood drainage procedures. Prolonged
treatments can also lead to many complications. Yet
most patients end up relying on it for the rest of their
lives, debilitating their physical and mental health as
well as their quality of life to a great extent. Most
importantly, the hemodialysis cannot help recover any
vital organs, especially the kidneys themselves.
As a result, Mr. Wisarn started off immediately with
The Yod-Ying Protocols for Kidney Therapy to rejuvenate
the kidney tissues and functions. He followed rather
strictly on the diet and lifestyle adjustments required to
complete the therapeutic journey. Some consisted of
proper healthy foods with intake timing not to further
burden kidney functions. This is not a total avoidance of
many foods as many have misunderstood. On the other
hand, repairing any vital functions always requires a lot
of nutrients. So, within the therapy duration, Mr. Wisarn

but that of the medical profession.

He and all his family members
were so much willing to do
whatever it was required on the
more promising path to have his
kidneys functionally rejuvenated.
Within a matter of weeks from a
fatal kidney failure, all the
kidney function indicators began
to resume to normal levels with
signs of much improvement.
A few months later he was ready
to wean off medicaments.
He has been living a normal life
without any dialysis for years.
Therapy duration under BVRC
Two months active therapies and another two
months strictly monitoring follow-ups. He was slowly
weaned off the therapeutic regimen from BVRC within
less than one year with much health improvement and
kidney values returned to normal functions.

CURRENT STATE OF HEALTH: AUGUST 2019
It has now been more than 3 years after the Kidney Therapy with Yod-Ying Protocols under
BVRC. He has been living a normal life with no signs or symptoms of kidney diseases, and
without any medicaments or further therapies. [Old lifestyles even resumed.]

A genuinely therapeutic healing exists for any dis-eases.
Yet, it takes courage to be in charge of one’s own health.
Educate oneself and stay true to the path, to make health lasts.
August 2019
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